
An Explanation of Hallucinations on Psychedelics

My model suspects that love provides the creativity, pride the impulsiveness, of the impulsive
creative inference that is the typical psychedelic hallucination.

Love acts as a simple state emotion. Pride acts as a complex of positive and negative instincts
that interact with love. Because love has no instinctive nature, it can move in any direction. The
more love and pride, the more creativity and impulse, the higher the probability of an impulsive
creative inference or hallucination.

This theory may be in keeping with research into schizophrenia medication. Antipsychotics
inhibit dopamine sometimes, serotonin sometimes, and sometimes dopamine and serotonin.

Serotonin levels skyrocket on drugs reputed to increase spiritual feelings, and dopamine levels
skyrocket on drugs associated with proud impulsiveness.

If I had to choose, I’d sooner minimize the pride than the love.

I have difficulty making practical application of these musings. Psychedelic drugs tend to
drastically increase dopamine and serotonin. If psychic phenomenon were real, an astral telepath
could theoretically dominate the psyche of a volunteer taking psychedelic drugs into a minimized
sense of (positively self-identified, not humbled or humiliated) pride, and the astral telepath
could “hold down” the pride of the volunteer as s/he “goes up”. There’s the faintest chance LSD
for example could be consumed without hallucinations resulting.

If no drug were to be responsible for the increase in serotonin and/or dopamine, it may be
possible to focus on generating a low pride positively self identified high love state.

Other kinds of hallucinations may include fear manifesting as sensory data, sleep deprivation
bringing about a waking dream state, and drugs inhibiting and stimulating neural function
simultaneously causing visual/sensory distortion or inhibited perception of reality.

An Online Science Article on The Basis of Hallucinations: Suspected Glutamate And/Or
Serotonin And/Or Dopamine the Cause.

Another Article That Links Glutamate Induced Hallucinations to that Glutamate Hypoactivation
Can Increase Dopamine
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